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2.  !River in western NSW that began flowing 
! again after sustained rainfall in 
! Queensland and NSW. (7)
6.  !The Covid-19 pandemic sweeping the 
! world is thought to have begun in this 
! Chinese city. (5)
7.  !Insect that has been in plague proportions 
! across east Africa. (6)

1.  !Iconic Australian car brand that was shut down in early 2020. (6)
3.  !Iron ore mining company that destroyed valuable Aboriginal sites dating back 46,000 years. (3,5)
4.  !Remains of prehistoric animals found during construction of new Mexico City airport. (8)
5.  !Reef system that has had three major coral bleaching events in the last five years. (5,7,4)
8.  !New Zealand tourist destination that was isolated due to severe flooding. (7,5)
9.  !Island off South Australia's coast severely affected by bushfires. (8)
12.!Symbol for peace and harmony during the pandemic. (7)
13.! Italian city flooded by rain and high tides. (6)
14.!Atmospheric hazard that impacted on eastern Australia this past summer. (8)
15. International cycling race cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic. (4,2,6)
16. !Only continent not impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. (10)
19. !Tropical cyclone that wreaked havoc through island nations of the western Pacific. (6)
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10. !This country officially left the European Union in February. (5,7)
11.!The island off the coast of Perth that was used as a Covid-19 quarantine station to isolate recently returned travellers 
! from overseas (8)
17. !Chinese city at the centre of pro-democracy rallies. (4,4)
18. !Name of the cruise ship at the centre of a Covid-19 controversy in Sydney. (4,8)
20. Types of virus at the centre of this year's pandemic. (11)
21. !A kangaroo was seen bouncing its way through the CBD of this Australian city. (8)
22.!Excessive rains caused the level of water in this lake to rise, flooding many villages. (8)
23.!A number of tourists perished in the eruption of this New Zealand volcano (5,6)
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